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Hey, my name is Shelly and I am an Australian content creator and self love advocate that
creates lifestyle and fashion content. I love connecting with my viewers through authentic and
real topics like mental health and self worth all while being light hearted and fun which has
my following referring to me as their big sister. I also have a keen eye for minimalistic details
and colours. 
My overall goal is to be authentic and fun while discussing the importance of loving yourself. I
want to create a safe and comfortable environment for like minded people who also love a
dash of fashion inspiration and lifestyle content.

SAESHELL
LIFESTYLE | FASHION | SELF LOVE  
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ABOUT ME & MY GOALS.

contact:  saeshell@yahoo.com
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P R E V I O U S  

C O L L A B O R A T I O N S

     INTRODUCTION

PRINCESS POLLY

WHITE FOX 

LOUNGE
UNDERWEAR

THE OODIE 

CANON 

COCO AND EVE

ALL FENIX 

MR. CONSISTENT

HIDEAWAY

PILLOWTALK

I've always had an interest in editing photos and videos when I
was younger so I thought I would turn this hobby into a
lifestyle and it's been so rewarding so far. I've been described as
quirky, interesting and judgement free which is exactly how I
want to be seen by my community. 

I create relatable and lighthearted content that my followers
love! Common themes within my community include wellness,
fashion, self love, empowerment, lifestyle, cockatiel advocacy and
aesthetic.  
 

VUSH

            AUDIENCE 
IMy targeted audience is 18-29 year olds looking to change
their mindset and learn to love themselves. Also a bonus if they
have cockatiels or have a passion for fashion. My community is
85% of women and between the age bracket i'm aiming for. A
majorty of my audicence is from both Australia and United
States. 
 



@SAESHELL_

INSTAGRAM STATISTICS

launched august 2022. all stats are 100% organic 



@SAESHELL_

TIKTOK STATISTICS



@SAESHELL

YOUTUBE STATISTICS


